APARTMENT
São Rafael
Onde ÷s São Rafael? (Where is São Rafael?)
ADDRESS
URB SÃO RAFAEL
SESMARIAS
8200-383 ALBUFEIRA
FROM FARO AIRPORT (HEAD PORTIMAO - ALBUFEIRA - MARINA - SÃO RAFAEL)
If you are hiring a car, go to the desk for your provider just opposite the arrivals exit. I strongly
recommend that one of you gets the baggage whilst the other goes straight through to sort out the car,
as queues can form and they are slow to deal with each person. The person at the desk will either tell
you to go through the doors at the end of the building, out to the allocation areas there, or to get their
coach to the off airport allocation areas, or they will process the hire themselves.
There are two parallel roads to Albufiera, the main motorway (A22/IP1) and the N125. The easiest is
usually the motorway as you can get held up on the N125. The main sign to look for, initially, is
Portimao. Maps are normally available free of charge from the car hire company.

Heads in the Sky
If you go by coach to one of the off airport allocation areas, some are located on the wrong side of the
one way system. In which case you need to head back towards the airport, go round the roundabout
with the large figures looking up into the sky, and head back out again.

Head for Portimao
Continue along the main road, the airport behind you. Look out for signs to PORTIMÃO. You are not
going there, but Albufeira is along the way to Portimão. You should be get on to the A22, and look out
for signs for Albufeira. Turnings come up suddenly, so watch out! Get in the right hand lane and slow
down early. Miss a turning and you may have to go miles before being able to head back.

A22 turn off for Albufeira

Turn off from A22 to Albufeira, N395.
Travel south for about 5 minutes on this road until you come to a roundabout controlled junction. At
the junction, take the right filter, which is sign posted São Rafael.
Continue up the hill, passing through one set of traffic lights. (Note that the traffic lights in Portugal
have direction arrows in them, so 'Green' may mean straight ahead go or left go etc. depending on the
arrow in the light.)
YOU ARE VERY CLOSE!
Carry on up the hill. You will come to a
roundabout with leaping blue dolphins. Go
straight on.
As you pass down the hill, look out for a
very steep road the other side of the marina.
You will be going up that hill. Also look out
for speed bumps!
Just after the speed bumps there is a
roundabout. Turn left and you are heading
in to the Marina.
Go straight on for a few hundred metres until you can't go any further and turn right into an old road.
Pass 'PANCHITAS' Mexican restaurant on your left, and old stone work walls.
Follow this road for about 500metres until you reach a signposted turning on the left. I think it is
signposted São Rafael, and certainly Galé. Go up this steep hill, and just after the top turn left into São
Rafael. Pass down the road, passing São Rafael Reception on your left, telephone booths on your right.
Continue down the road until just before a bend to the right. The apartment has a tiled number ‘70’ on
the patio wall. Park under the trees on your right.
There are paths into the 'interior' of the complex. Turn right, he Apartment just a few yards further.

WELCOME!

HIRE CAR RETURN
PETROL
Cars must normally be returned with a full tank of petrol, and this is probably the most economical way
of dealing with your petrol usage. The best place to fill up is about 10km from the airport, where there
is a pair of BP Stations either side of the road, just after a set of traffic lights. With most cars you
should be able to travel the 10km without getting the gauge off 'full'. If you miss the BP station, fill up
at the petrol station on the ‘Heads in the sky’ roundabout at the airport, though you will have to back
track to return the car to the depot, as below.
DEPOTS
Note that most of the car hire companies have large depots on the main approach road to Faro airport,
and will normally ask you to return the car to these. Most company depots are easy to spot as you
approach the airport. NATIONAL, however, is easy to miss. They are accessed from the first exit after
you turn into the airport approach road, turn right at the top of the slip road hill.
KEEP YOUR PASSPORT, DRIVING LICENCE AND HIRE DOCUMENTS WITH YOU AT ALL
TIMES WHEN DRIVING. There are on the spot fines for not having these, AND you have to later
present them at the Police Station, which can be a slow process.

